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Forestry Excavator Mulchers, Skid Steer Mulchers, Stump Grinders, Tree Shears & Mulching Tractors.
Australia-wide Sales and Hire.
Fecon Australia has developed a reputation for delivering the most durable forestry mulchers and vegetation management machines on the market. And that no-compromise approach extends into each of our product lines.
When you experience the Fecon difference, you’ll know it. We equip each and every customer with heavy-duty equipment and industry-leading whole of life support.
By providing the highest value forestry mulchers, tree shear and stump grinder equipment – plus superior customer service and care – we forge strong and lasting relationships with our many customers.
Ideal for fire mitigation, prevention and general vegetation management.





Why Fecon? Because we help you clear the way to a job well done!





1.   Fecon forestry mulchers are the global standard. We offer excavator mulchers, skid steer mulchers, stump grinders, tree shears / fellers and forestry tractors – new sales, used sales and rentals.
2.   Fecon stump grinders are extremely versatile, productive, and have minimal environmental impact. Our Stumpex stump grinder model is quickly becoming renown as the most efficient and effective stumpers on the Australian market.
3.   Fecon stands behind all products, with unbeaten service provision, parts supply and operational support through the entire life of your Fecon appliance.
4.   All products are heavy-duty, rugged appliances that power through any forestry job, start to finish. Best-in-class durability, reliability and strength result in better operational efficiency and lower operational costs for you.
5.   Our current customers are our best advocates. It’s extremely hard to find a Fecon product owner who doesn’t love their product, and the customer care that comes with it.
At the end of the day, our organisation keeps your needs close to heart. We are a tight-knit family of people who do all that we can to make your operation more productive and more profitable.
Talk to us today about our extensive range of forestry and mulching heads, land clearing equipment and vegetation management solutions:
>   Excavator mulchers (excavator mulching attachments, including our renowned Bull Hog range)
>   Positrack / skidsteer mulchers (track loader mulching heads and attachments, including our renowned Bull Hog range)
>   Stump Grinders (stump grinding attachments for excavators and skidsteers, including our famous Stumpex)
>   Tree Shears for Forestry and Land Clearing (attachments for excavators and positracks / compact track loaders)
Plus much more (or should we say, “mulch more”)!
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REGULAR DELIVERIES OF SALE & DRY HIRE MACHINES TO:
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New South Wales: Sydney, Newcastle, Maitland, Cessnock, Coffs Harbour, Taree, Wollongong, Gosford, Orange, Bathurst, Broken Hill, Tamworth, Port Macquarie, Tweed Heads, Batemans Bay, Albury.
Queensland: Brisbane, Gold Coast, Rockhampton, Cairns, Toowoomba, Mackay, Gladstone, Hervey Bay, Gympie, Sunshine Coast, Ipswich, Mount Isa, Townsville, Bundaberg, Emerald, Longreach.
Victoria: Melbourne, Geelong, Bendigo, Ballarat, Wodonga, Dandenong, Warrnambool, Echuca, Shepparton, Horsham, Wedderburn, Terang, Morwell, Sale, Warragul, Bright, Beechworth, Wangaratta, benalla, Mallacoota.
Western Australia: Perth, Fremantle, Mandurah, Broome, Geraldton, Bunbury, Rockingham, Margaret River, Joondalup, Busselton, Albany, Esperance, Exmouth, Port Hedland, Carnarvon.
Rest of Australia: Adelaide, Hobart, Launceston, Darwin, Katherine, Alice Springs, Mount Gambier.
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Skid Steer Mulchers
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Fecon Australia offers a full line of hydraulic skid steer mulchers for your SSL, bobcat, positrack or other hydraulic compact loader – for sale or dry hire.
These forestry mulcher attachments (also known as skid steer mulcher heads) are ideal for high flow skid steers and track loaders to clear brush, trees and stumps down to ground level.
Fecon skid steer mulchers can quickly mulch standing trees up to 20cm in diameter and can process even larger trees as needed.
Built tough to maximise durability, efficiency and value-for-money, Fecon mulchers are the smartest equipment investment you’ll ever make.
Find out more





Excavator Mulchers
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If you’ve got the reach, we’ve got the attachment! Fecon Australia offers a wide range of Excavator Mulchers – add versatility to your business with Fecon forestry excavator mulcher attachments for 5-40T excavators. The incredible performance and durability of the Fecon forestry mulcher range will lead you to excellent productivity, even in hard-to-reach places.
Attached to any model excavator 5-40T, Fecon excavator mulchers are perfect for clearing trees and brush along roadsides, ravines, creeks, riverbanks and places that could otherwise be difficult to reach. We have many forestry mulchers in stock now for sale or dry hire Australia-wide.
Find out more





Tree Shears
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Fecon Tree Shears for Excavators and Skid Steers are perfectly designed and constructed to nimbly shear, lift, bunch, and carry multiple trees with a single attachment. Benefits of Fecon Tree Shears for skid steers, positracks, excavators & mini excavators include:
	Reach up / down slopes otherwise inaccessible.
	High quality AR400 Shear Knives.
	Ideal for thinning and fuels reduction.
	Strong, lighter weight frame.
	Easy to use and highly efficient.
	World-renowned highest quality.

Find out more





Stumpex Stump Grinder
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Our Stumpex stump grinder models for excavators and skid steers offer an alternative auger-style rotational grinding method. This shaves the stump into a fine end product with extreme efficiency and low disturbance.
The slow rotation, high torque attachment can grind 25 to 81cm diameter stumps down 50cm in just 90 seconds without flinging cuttings in a wide arc. The Stumpex stump grinder is overall easier to clean up after and notably safer than other stump grinders available – for example, if you’ve got to remove stumps between a street and a pathway, you don’t have to put up barriers and stop traffic.
Find out more





Mulching Tractors
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Discover what Fecon mulching / forestry tractors can do for you. Fecon forestry and mulching tractors deliver excellent ROI for the equipment investment.
Our reputation for durability, reliability and operator support is recognised across our line of tracked carriers, from the FTX128 to the FTX600.
Fecon mulching tractors offer a versatile and efficient mix of power, control and speed, delivering supreme results and industry-leading customer satisfaction. Our tractors are built brutally tough, and operator-friendly so you can clear the way to a job well done.
Find out more












FOLLOW US ON INSTAGRAM FOR NEWS, EVENTS & SPECIAL OFFERS
 feconaustralia
Fecon Australia delivers the most durable forestry mulchers and vegetation management machines on the market.
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  ✨Fecon tool kits in stock!✨Genuine #Fecon t [image: ✨Fecon tool kits in stock!✨Genuine #Fecon teeth offer longer-lasting, more durable performance compared to aftermarket alternatives. Available tool types: ✅ #DoubleCarbide: Standard tool for FGT rotors, balanced performance, wear life, and durability. Medium mulch size. Fits FGT rotor type. ✅ #VikingSword: Double-sided, easily flipped for a fresh cutting edge. Fine mulch size. Fits FGT and DCR rotor types. ✅ #VikingAxe: Doubles tool life with easy flipping for a new edge. Fine mulch size. Fits DCR rotor type. ✅ #CubitKnife: Double-sided for faster cutting, finer finish. Medium mulch size. Fits FMX rotor type. ✅ #CubitCarbide: Versatile, durable tool for shredding. Coarse mulch size. Fits FMX rotor type.Order at 🌐 www.fecon.net.au or 📞 Call 1300 332 661.#FconAustralia #mulcher #FMX #DCR]
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  Just a quick reminder: We will be closed from 29th  [image: Just a quick reminder: We will be closed from 29th March 2024 to 1st April 2024 for the Easter Long Weekend. Our doors reopen on Tuesday, April 2nd, to welcome you all back during our normal trading hours.🥚🐰]
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  🌿 Uncover the magic of mulching with Jake from  [image: 🌿 Uncover the magic of mulching with Jake from Fecon Australia! 🚜 Dive into the world of top-notch mulching as he unveils the Fecon CEM36 excavator mulcher's unbeatable qualities - from its robust cutting tools to its exceptional motor performance. 🛠️ Maintenance made easy and premium componentry ensure durability.👀Watch Jakes video here: https://youtu.be/EQfdW4ts7k8.Want more? Head over to www.fecon.net.au for all the details! 🌳#fecon #cem36 #mulcher #forestry #excavator #excavatormulcher #landclearing #vegetationmanagement #construction #mulchingsolutions #excavators]
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  🌿 Witness the remarkable transformation in St.   [image: 🌿 Witness the remarkable transformation in St. George, Queensland, thanks to the exceptional teamwork and cutting-edge equipment employed by our esteemed customer, Steve! Armed with the incomparable ASV RT-75 and Fecon BH74 Mulcher, courtesy of ASV Rentals, Steve has successfully paved the path for flourishing landscapes. 🚜💪 #LandClearing #ASV #FeconAustralia #ASVRentals #ASVSalesandService]
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  🤝Customer Handover🤝
We're thrilled to announ [image: 🤝Customer Handover🤝 We're thrilled to announce the handover of an ASV RT-75 Machine with Fecon 6015 Mulcher and NORM 4 in 1 bucket attachments to Mick Mundey at STS Corp (Sports Turf Surfaces)! 🎉 This powerhouse is ready to tackle turf and sports ground maintenance all the way from Brisbane to Toowoomba and up to Townsville. 🌱⚽Mick and the team will be utilising this beast for a range of tasks, from loading sand into hoppers to fire trail clearing when the need arises. 🏟️🔥#STSCorp #TurfMaintenance #SportsGrounds #ASVRT75 #Fecon6015Mulcher #NORM4in1Bucket #LetsGetToWork #ASVSalesandService #FeconAustralia 🌟]
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  ❗ FECON TOOL KITS IN STOCK AND AVAILABLE NOW ❗  [image: ❗ FECON TOOL KITS IN STOCK AND AVAILABLE NOW ❗Genuine #Fecon teeth: longer lasting, more durable and enhanced performance compared to aftermarket alternatives.🛠 Tool types available now:✅ #DoubleCarbide: the perfect balance of performance, wear life, and durability, the Double Carbide is the standard tool offered in FGT rotors to work in a wide range of applications. Medium mulch size. Suits rotor type: FGT. ✅#VikingSword: the tapered tool body allows chip material to flow efficiently with an optimal attack angle. The Sword tool is double-sided and easily flipped for a brand new cutting edge. Fine mulch size. Suits rotor types: FGT and DCR. ✅ #VikingAxe: easily flipped for a brand new cutting edge, doubling the tool’s life. Fine mulch size. Suits rotor type: DCR. ✅ #CubitKnife: double-sided and easily flipped for a brand new cutting edge. This tool is faster at cutting, resulting in a finer finished product. A tapered tool body allows chip material to flow efficiently. Medium mulch size. Suits rotor type: FMX. ✅ #CubitCarbide: a versatile tool for shredding material and improved durability. Ideal for applications that require ground engagement. Coarse mulch size. Suits rotor type: #FMX.Place your order at 🌐www.fecon.net.au or 📞 Call us: 1300 332 661.#FeconAustralaia #FeconToolKits #GenuineFeconTeeth #FMXrotor]
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  🚀 Exciting news from Fecon! Fusion is our innov  [image: 🚀 Exciting news from Fecon! Fusion is our innovative startup process revolutionising the way machines operate. With our cutting-edge technology, we scan for power and flow, measure parameters, and send set points for precise control. Experience seamless operations with real-time data transmission through our Fusion App! #technology #innovation #FeconAustralia🌐https://fecon.net.au]
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  Watch Jake from Fecon Australia explain the many q  [image: Watch Jake from Fecon Australia explain the many qualities and benefits of the Fecon FMX36 excavator mulcher - including robust cutting tools and rotors, exceptional motor performance, easy maintenance features and premium componentry throughout.Find out more about the FMX36 and other Fecon mulchers at: www.fecon.net.au.#feconaustralia #fmx36 #mulcher #forestry #excavator #excavatormulcher #landclearing #vegetationmanagement]
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  ❗Fecon Excavator Mulchers Now in Stock❗Looki    [image: ❗Fecon Excavator Mulchers Now in Stock❗Looking to up your land clearing game? Look no further than Fecon's Excavator mulchers for excavators! Attached to any model or size 5-40T Excavator. With variable displacement motors that outperform competitor mulcher heads, these beasts offer unmatched versatility and performance. Clear trees and brush with ease in hard-to-reach areas like roadsides. creeks and riverbanks. #FeconAustralia #BullHog #LandClearing #FMX #CEM36Enquire: Link in Bio]
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  Exciting news! 🎉 We've just received a fresh ba  [image: Exciting news! 🎉 We've just received a fresh batch of genuine ASV tracks, perfect for powering through tough terrain with ease! But that's not all - we also have authentic Fecon mulcher tools in stock, ready to tackle any land-clearing job.Call Us 📞1300 837 391 today to gear up for your next project!#ASVtracks #FeconMulcher #QualityEquipment #ASVParts]
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  ❗ STOCK AVAILABLE. Looking to tackle brush and t    [image: ❗ STOCK AVAILABLE. Looking to tackle brush and tree clearing with ease? Check out Fecon Australia's hydraulic skid steer mulchers! 🌳💪 Designed to fit various models including Bobcat, Terex, ASV, Takeuchi, Kubota, Deere, and more, these mulchers are tough, durable, and offer great value. With customisable rotor systems and drums built to last, they can handle trees up to 20cm in diameter with superior cutting force. Say goodbye to hassle and hello to efficiency!Call us 📞1300 332 661 or enquire: Link in Bio#FeconAustralia #SkidSteerMulchers #BrushClearing]
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  ❗OVERSTOCKED PARTS CLEARANCE ❗✅Genuine ASV  [image: ❗OVERSTOCKED PARTS CLEARANCE ❗✅Genuine ASV tracks to suit all ASV Posi-Track machine sizes. Don’t risk it with inferior aftermarket alternatives.💥Fecon Double Carbide and Knife tools for FGT and DCR rotors for a wide range of skid steer and excavator mulchers.⚡XCMG excavator, loader, roller, grader and scissor lift parts.➕Plus wheels, hubs, torsion axles, roller tubes and all components needed for your next service.📞🖱 Call 1300 837 391 or visit www.asvaus.com to place your order or book in a service.#ASVTracks #FeconTools #XCMGParts #SkidSteer #Excavator #Mulchers #ServiceAndParts #ASVParts #ASVService]
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  Check out the ultimate duo in land clearing - the   [image: Check out the ultimate duo in land clearing - the Fecon FMX36 mulcher paired with the XCMG XE55U Excavator! 🌳💥Watch Matt from Beaver Mulching explain how this powerhouse combo gets the job done efficiently and effectively.Say goodbye to overgrowth and hello to a clear path forward!#LandClearing #FeconFMX36 #XCMGXE55U #Mulcher #Excavator #Forestry #fecon #mulcher #xcmgxe55u]
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  💥FOR SALE! As New CEM36 DCR Excavator Mulcher  [image: 💥FOR SALE! As New CEM36 DCR Excavator MulcherGet your hands on an almost brand-new CEM36 DCR Excavator Mulcher. Minimally used with just 10 hours of operation. Don't miss out on this exceptional deal!https://ow.ly/rcp050QA2Bq#ExcavatorMulcher #CEM36 #Fecon]
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  Introducing the 2019 FTX150 Forestry Tractor - Ex     [image: Introducing the 2019 FTX150 Forestry Tractor - Ex Rental Powerhouse. Elevate your forestry projects with this mighty and productive machine. 💪🏼🚜 Ideal for lot clearing, vegetation management, and fire mitigation.👀 FOR SALE: Ex Rental Powerhouse - 2019 FTX150 Forestry Tractor. 👀 Your forestry clearing will never be the same!🏆 YOUR Forestry Champion 🔥 Ultimate Ally in Fire Mitigation 🎨 Landscape Like the Elite 💥 Potent, Productive, and Primed for YOUR TasksLandscape like a pro and boost your profits with this forestry champion, priced at only $269,000.#FireMitigation #ForestryEquipment #LandClearing #VegetationManagement#FTX150#Fecon]
[image: Introducing the 2019 FTX150 Forestry Tractor - Ex Rental Powerhouse. Elevate your forestry projects with this mighty and productive machine. 💪🏼🚜 Ideal for lot clearing, vegetation management, and fire mitigation.👀 FOR SALE: Ex Rental Powerhouse - 2019 FTX150 Forestry Tractor. 👀 Your forestry clearing will never be the same!🏆 YOUR Forestry Champion 🔥 Ultimate Ally in Fire Mitigation 🎨 Landscape Like the Elite 💥 Potent, Productive, and Primed for YOUR TasksLandscape like a pro and boost your profits with this forestry champion, priced at only $269,000.#FireMitigation #ForestryEquipment #LandClearing #VegetationManagement#FTX150#Fecon]
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  ✨Fecon tool kits in stock!✨[image: ]


[image: ]


 Genuine #fecon teeth offer longer-lasting, more durable performance compared to aftermarket alternatives. Available tool types:[image: ]


✅ #doublecarbide: Standard tool for FGT rotors, balanced performance, wear life, and durability. Medium mulch size. Fits FGT rotor type.[image: ]


✅ #vikingsword: Double-sided, easily flipped for a fresh cutting edge. Fine mulch size. Fits FGT and DCR rotor types.[image: ]


✅ #vikingaxe: Doubles tool life with easy flipping for a new edge. Fine mulch size. Fits DCR rotor type.[image: ]


✅ #cubitknife: Double-sided for faster cutting, finer finish. Medium mulch size. Fits FMX rotor type.[image: ]


✅ #cubitcarbide: Versatile, durable tool for shredding. Coarse mulch size. Fits FMX rotor type.[image: ]


[image: ]


 Order at 🌐 www.fecon.net.au or 📞 Call 1300 332 661.[image: ]
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#fconaustralia #mulcher #fmx #DCR  ... See MoreSee Less
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 View on Facebook · Share   Share on Facebook    Share on Twitter    Share on Linked In    Share by Email 
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  🌷🐰 Hoppy Easter, Facebook fam! 🐣🌸 Wishing you all a basket full of happiness and lots of chocolate goodies! 🥚🍫✨ #happyeaster #eastersunday  ... See MoreSee Less
  Photo 
 View on Facebook · Share   Share on Facebook    Share on Twitter    Share on Linked In    Share by Email 
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  Just a quick reminder: We will be closed from 29th March 2024 to 1st April 2024 for the Easter Long Weekend. Our doors reopen on Tuesday, April 2nd, to welcome you all back during our normal trading hours.🥚🐰  ... See MoreSee Less
  Video 
 View on Facebook · Share   Share on Facebook    Share on Twitter    Share on Linked In    Share by Email 
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  🌿 Dive into the world of top-notch mulching with Jake from Fecon Australia! 🚜 Discover the Fecon CEM36 excavator mulcher's unbeatable qualities firsthand - from its sturdy cutting tools and rotors to its exceptional motor performance. 🛠️ Maintenance is a breeze, thanks to its user-friendly features, and premium componentry ensures durability. Want to explore more about the CEM36 and other Fecon mulchers? Head over to www.fecon.net.au for all the details! 🌳 [image: ]
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#fecon #cem36 #mulcher #forestry #excavator #excavatormulcher #landclearing #VegetationManagement #construction #mulchingsolutions #excavators[image: ]
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youtu.be/EQfdW4ts7k8  ... See MoreSee Less
 Fecon CEM36 Excavator Mulcher Product Feature - with Jake from Fecon Australia
youtu.be
 Watch Jake from Fecon Australia explain the many qualities and benefits of the Fecon CEM36 excavator mulcher - including robust cutting tools and rotors, exc...
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 View on Facebook · Share   Share on Facebook    Share on Twitter    Share on Linked In    Share by Email 
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  🌿 Witness the remarkable transformation in St. George, Queensland, thanks to the exceptional teamwork and cutting-edge equipment employed by our esteemed customer, Steve! Armed with the incomparable ASV RT-75 and Fecon BH74 Mulcher, courtesy of ASV Rentals, Steve has successfully paved the path for flourishing landscapes. 🚜💪 #landclearing #asv #feconaustralia #asvrentals #ASVSalesAndService  ... See MoreSee Less
  Video 
 View on Facebook · Share   Share on Facebook    Share on Twitter    Share on Linked In    Share by Email 














Forestry Excavator Mulchers, Skid Steer Mulchers, Positrack Mulchers, Stump Grinders, Tree Shears & Forestry Tractor Sales & Rentals Australia-wide.
Purchase Outright – Finance Available – Short Term Hire – Long Term Rental.
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